A 65-year-old woman with cirrhosis presented having suffered from acute chest discomfort and difficulty swallowing for 1 day. Two weeks previously, she had undergone esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) with endoscopic variceal ligation (EVL) for bleeding esophageal varices. Repeat EVL was done on the day before the present admission for continued variceal eradication. After the procedure, the patient developed acute retrosternal discomfort and inability to tolerate oral intake, which worsened with observation. Gastrografin swallow on admission revealed complete esophageal obstruction at the level of the carina (Fig. 1). Repeat EGD showed a necrotic, completely obstructing mass in mid esophagus which could not be traversed even with a slim endoscope. Three bands were noted in the periphery of the obstructive mass (Fig. 2).

No intervention was performed due to the risk of perforation and the patient was put on total parental nutrition. The following week, she experienced gradual improvement of the dysphagia. Eventually, she was able to tolerate a full diet. An upper gastrointestinal series 2 weeks later showed complete resolution of the esophageal obstruction (Fig. 3).

Variceal bleeding is a major complication occurring in 30% – 60% of patients with cirrhosis [1,2]. The associated mortality is as high as 20% within 6 weeks after the initial bleeding, and 60% of untreated patients experience recurrent bleeding within a year [1]. EVL is the therapy of choice for primary bleeding prophylaxis and postbleeding management [3,4]. The procedure is relatively safe, with very few reported complications; these include band site ulceration, bleeding, infection, transient dysphagia, and esophageal perforation caused by trauma [5].

Although transient dysphagia can occur following EVL, complete esophageal obstruction is rare. Our patient developed complete esophageal obstruction after EVL with significant dysphagia, and the follow-up examination demonstrated esophageal obstruction at the EVL site. This obstruction occurred due to luminal compromise secondary to tissue edema and necrosis at the banding site. To avoid this, we recommend that EVLs should be applied in a spiral fashion, especially in patients needing multiple sessions, so as to avoid extensive luminal compromise on one plane.
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